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ABSTRACT
Context. The mechanisms governing the opening of cavities in transition disks are not fully understood. Several processes have
been proposed, but their occurrence rate is still unknown.
Aims. We present spatially resolved observations of two transition disks, and aim at constraining their vertical and radial structure
using multiwavelength observations that probe different regions of the disks and can help understanding the origin of the cavities.
Methods.We have obtained near-infrared scattered light observations with VLT/SPHERE of the transition disks 2MASS J16083070-
3828268 (J1608) and RXJ1852.3-3700 (J1852), located in the Lupus and Corona Australis star-forming regions respectively. We
complement our datasets with archival ALMA observations, and with unresolved photometric observations covering a wide range
of wavelengths. We performed radiative transfer modeling to analyze the morphology of the disks, and then compare the results
with a sample of 20 other transition disks observed with both SPHERE and ALMA.
Results. We detect scattered light in J1608 and J1852 up to a radius of 0.54′′ and 0.4′′ respectively. The image of J1608 reveals
a very inclined disk (i∼74◦), with two bright lobes and a large cavity. We also marginally detect the scattering surface from the
rear-facing side of the disk. J1852 shows an inner ring extending beyond the coronagraphic radius up to 15 au, a gap and a second
ring at 42 au. Our radiative transfer model of J1608 indicates that the millimeter-sized grains are less extended vertically and
radially than the micron-sized grains, indicating advanced settling and radial drift. We find good agreement with the observations
of J1852 with a similar model, but due to the low inclination of the system, the model remains partly degenerate. The analysis
of 22 transition disks shows that, in general, the cavities observed in scattered light are smaller than the ones detected at millimeter
wavelengths.
Conclusions. The analysis of a sample of transition disks indicates that the small grains, well coupled to the gas, can flow inward
of the region where millimeter grains are trapped. While 15 out of the 22 cavities in our sample could be explained by a planet of
less than 13 Jupiter masses, the others either require the presence of a more massive companion or of several low-mass planets.
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1. Introduction
The variety of physical and structural conditions in pro-
toplanetary disks—the birthplace of planets—might be re-
sponsible for the diversity observed in the exoplanet popu-
lation. Studying disk evolution through the analysis of pro-
toplanetary disks with depleted regions and/or clear signs
of evolution could provide indirect constraints on the way
in which planets form. Thanks to new capabilities of high
resolution instruments such as ALMA, VLT/SPHERE and
Gemini/GPI, many features have been identified in proto-
planetary disks and in particular in transition disks (TDs).
A number of studies reveal rings (e.g., Isella et al. 2016;
Pohl et al. 2017b; Muro-Arena et al. 2018), lopsided emis-
sion (e.g., Casassus et al. 2013; Cazzoletti et al. 2018), spi-
rals (e.g., Pérez et al. 2016; Dong et al. 2018; Muto et al.
2012; Stolker et al. 2017; Benisty et al. 2017; Uyama et al.
2018), and shadows (e.g., Marino et al. 2015; Stolker et al.
2017; Casassus et al. 2018; Benisty et al. 2018). Among
? Based on observations performed with SPHERE/VLT under
program ID 099.C-0891(A) and 099.C-0147(A).
other mechanisms, planets interacting with the disk can
form such structures. Although challenging, the observa-
tion and/or hints of forming planets within disks have been
reported in recent studies (Keppler et al. 2018; Pinte et al.
2018; Teague et al. 2018).
Interaction with a planetary or stellar companion is also
thought to result in the large cavities observed in circumbi-
nary or transition disks (e.g., Muñoz & Lai 2016; Rosotti
et al. 2016; Dipierro & Laibe 2017; Price et al. 2018). Such
disks were identified from a lack of emission in the near-
infrared (IR) in their spectral energy distribution (SED),
which indicates a dust depleted inner region (Strom et al.
1989). Other mechanisms such as photo-evaporation (Owen
et al. 2011) or the presence of a dead zone (Flock et al. 2015;
Pinilla et al. 2016) are potential processes that could open
such cavities. Each mechanism is expected to shape the in-
ner disk differently, and can result in a cavity radius that
depends on the dust grain size. However, their respective
importance is currently not well constrained.
While µm-sized dust are coupled to the gas that orbits
at sub-Keplerian speed, larger grains are increasingly de-
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Table 1. Stellar parameters.
Parameters J1608 J1852
RA [h m s] 16 08 30.7 18 52 17.3
Dec [deg ′ ′′] -38 28 26.8 -37 00 11.9
Distance1 [pc] 156± 6 146± 1
Av [mag] 0.1 1.0
SpT K2 K2
Teff [K] 4800 4850
R? [R] 2.00 1.17
M˙ [M.yr−1] 10−9 10−9
M 2? [M] 1.4± 0.1 1.0± 0.1
Age2 [Myr] 8.3+4.4−2.1 >14
References. Alcala et al. (2017); Manara et al. (2014) 1/ Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2018), 2/ Stellar masses and ages are cal-
culated by Garufi et al. (2018) using Gaia DR2 distances and
stellar tracks by Siess et al. (2000).
coupled. Their interactions with the gas lead simultaneously
to inward radial drift and vertical settling (Weidenschilling
1977; Dullemond & Dominik 2004). Thus, the large grains
are expected to be located in a more compact region radi-
ally and to be less extended vertically than smaller grains.
However, the strength of these effects is not yet well con-
strained. Grains of different sizes would also be trapped
more or less efficiently by a pressure maximum, which can
be generated at the outer edge of dead zones or by a planet
in the disk.
The combination of high-resolution observations at dif-
ferent wavelengths is key for quantifying both the radial
and vertical distribution of dust grains, and in particular,
the degree of dust settling. It can therefore help to dif-
ferentiate the various mechanisms that can generate cavi-
ties in transition disks. While direct imaging with SPHERE
traces polarized scattered light by small grains (< fewµm)
well coupled to the gas and located in the surface lay-
ers, ALMA observations probe thermal emission of larger
grains (> 50µm), partially decoupled from the gas and lo-
cated in the midplane. The combination of both tracers
therefore allows one to trace and compare different dust
grain populations.
In this paper we present scattered light images of
two transition disks, 2MASS J16083070-3828268 and
RXJ1852.3-3700 (hereafter J1608 and J1852, respectively)
observed with VLT/SPHERE. We complement our obser-
vations with ALMA archival data. We aim to model both
disks using a radiative transfer code and to bring con-
straints on the radial segregation of dust particles, on verti-
cal settling and on the origin of their cavities. In Section 2,
we present the two transition disks, and in Section 3, the
observations and data reduction. The modeling procedure
and results are detailed in Section 4. We compare our re-
sults with a larger sample of transition disks in Section 5.
Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. Stellar and disk properties
J1608 and J1852 are two transition disks around K2
stars, located in close-by star-forming regions. Us-
ing VLT/X-shooter spectroscopy, mass accretion rates
of ∼10−9 M yr−1 was found for both objects, typical of
transition disks and indicating that the inner disk regions
still hold significant gas content (Alcala et al. 2017; Manara
et al. 2014). In this paper, we will use the stellar ages and
masses re-estimated by Garufi et al. (2018) using the latest
Gaia DR2 distances (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) and
stellar tracks by Siess et al. (2000). J1608 is found to be
younger than J1852 although age estimates appear uncer-
tain. We report the stellar parameters in Table 1. All the
radial extents provided in physical units in the following
have been scaled to the Gaia DR2 distances.
J1608 is located at 156 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018) in the Lupus III cloud. It has been observed with
ALMA in Band 7 and Band 6 (∼ 0.89mm and ∼ 1.33mm,
respectively; Ansdell et al. 2016; Ansdell et al. 2018). J1608
is one of the most massive disks of the Lupus millimeter
survey with ∼80M⊕ of dust. It possesses a large cavity in
the continuum and is highly inclined (>70◦, Ansdell et al.
2016). From the Band 6 observations, Ansdell et al. (2018)
find a gas radial extent about twice as large as that of the
dust. Pinilla et al. (2018b) modeled the Band 7 continuum
emission with a radially asymmetric Gaussian ring model
and found that the peak intensity of the ring is located
at ∼61 au. This is consistent with the dust and line mod-
eling of the ALMA data by van der Marel et al. (2018)
that constrains the outer radius of the dust and gas cavity
respectively to 59 au and 47 au.
J1852 is one of the oldest systems in the Corona Aus-
tralis association (CrA, Neuhaeuser et al. 2000), located at
a distance of 146 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Gas
emission lines of [Ne II], [H I] and [O I] were detected (Rigli-
aco et al. 2015; Pascucci et al. 2007; Geers et al. 2012;
Riviere-Marichalar et al. 2016), using Spitzer and Her-
schel data. While no spectroscopic binary was found in
the system (Kohn et al. 2016), a candidate companion
located at 3′′ (∼ 440 au) separation, was identified with
SUBARU (Uyama et al. 2017). Follow-up observations are
needed to confirm if it is a bound companion or a back-
ground object.
SMA observations, with rather low resolu-
tion (1.0′′×1.7′′), show that the disk has a relatively
low inclination (∼30◦, Hughes et al. 2010). From SED
modeling, Hughes et al. (2010) inferred the presence of a
cavity up to 16 au,with an optically thick inner disk closer
to the star, more recently confirmed by van der Marel
et al. (2016). Geers et al. (2012) presented a thermo-
chemical model explaining the upper limits for the [OI]
and CO emission lines, and found that the gas is either
optically thin and co-located with the dust (16-500 au),
or possibly radially concentrated in an optically thick
region (16-70 au).
We selected these two transition disks around K2 stars
with similar stellar properties, but seen at different inclina-
tions to investigate the differences in their structure and the
mechanisms that can be responsible for their inner cavities.
3. Observations and data reduction
3.1. Observations
Both disks were observed with the InfraRed Dual band Im-
ager and Spectrograph (IRDIS, Dohlen et al. 2008) sub-
instrument of SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2008) mounted on
the Very Large Telescope. Observations were carried out in
dual-polarization imaging mode (DPI, Langlois et al. 2014),
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in both J (λJ = 1.245µm) and H-band (λH = 1.625µm)
for J1608, and in H-band only for J1852.
We observed J1608, during the nights of June 18,
and July 23, 2017 (ID 099.C-0891, PI: Benisty). Dur-
ing the first epoch (June 18, 2017), we observed J1608
in H-band, with an apodized Lyot coronagraphic
mask (N_ALC_YJH_S, 0.185′′ in diameter; Martinez
et al. 2009; Carbillet et al. 2011). The observations con-
sisted of 56 exposures of 32 seconds each, corresponding
to about 30 minutes on source. Conditions were good,
with a seeing between 0.65′′ and 0.9′′ during the night. To
confirm the presence of a cavity, we also performed non-
coronagraphic observations on July 23, 2017, in J-band,
with about 80 seconds on source, by exposures of 2 sec-
onds. Weather conditions were relatively poor with a seeing
between 1.2′′ and 1.9′′ during these observations.
J1852 was observed as part of the SPHERE
guaranteed time observations (GTO) program on
May 15, 2017 (ID 099.C-0147, PI: Beuzit). Observations
were performed in H-band, using the same coronagraph
as for J1608, and consisted in 12 exposures of 64 seconds
each. The seeing was around 1.2′′ during the observations.
We reduced the data to generate the total intensity map
and Stokes Q and U polarized maps, following the approach
detailed in Ginski et al. (2016). The polarized intensity (PI)
image is computed from the Stokes Q and U components:
PI =
√
Q2 + U2 (1)
We also define the polar Stokes components Qφ and Uφ as
in Schmid et al. (2006):
Qφ = +Q cos(2φ) + U sin(2φ) (2)
Uφ = −Q sin(2φ) + U cos(2φ) (3)
where φ = arctan( yx ) corresponds to the azimuthal angle as
measured north to east with respect to the position of the
star (centered in the image). The positive signal in Qφ is the
polarization in the azimuthal direction (negative signal is in
the radial direction), while Uφ represents the polarization
inclined by 45◦ from this direction. In the case of single scat-
tering events, a photon is expected to be polarized orthog-
onally to the scattering plane, defined by the light source,
the scattering particle and the observer. Thus, in this sce-
nario, all the polarized signal should be included in the Qφ
component. Canovas et al. (2015) showed however, that if
the disk is too inclined and/or multiple scattering events oc-
curs, the polarization is not necessarily perpendicular to the
scattering plane. Then, part of the astrophysical signal will
be included in the Uφ component. This effect was indeed
observed in the very inclined (∼69◦) disk around TCha,
leading to a large Uφ/Qφ peak-to-peak value (Pohl et al.
2017b).
3.2. Results
Our reduced images are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for
J1608 and J1852. J1608 appears to be very inclined, in im-
ages both with and without the coronagraph. We detect
two lobes southeast and northwest of the star, as well as
a faint line of scattered light1 to the southwest that we
interpret as the rear-facing side of the disk closest to us.
The presence of this line will be discussed further in the
modeling in Section 4.3. In the Qφ maps, the disk shows
emission above the noise level up to 0.54′′ along the major
axis. The central cavity is clearly visible in both the corona-
graphic and non-coronagraphic images. We note that there
is no clear emission from the northeast of the star, corre-
sponding to emission from the far side of the disk being
scattered backwards toward us. In Section 4.3, we will fo-
cus on the modeling of the coronagraphic H-band image as
the data were taken in better observing conditions, have a
higher signal to noise ratio, and look very similar to the
non-coronagraphic J-band data.
In the coronagraphic images of J1852 (Fig. 2), we ob-
serve two rings in the Qφ map, with peak values located
at 0.125′′ and 0.295′′ from the position of the star along
the major axis. The inner ring is cut off by the corona-
graph and the peak radius may lie within this. The outer
ring seems to be slightly off-centered compared to the in-
ner ring (∼ 0.01′′, 1 pixel), likely an effect of the inclination
and flaring of the disk surface (e.g., de Boer et al. 2016;
Ginski et al. 2016; Avenhaus et al. 2018). This is modeled
in Section 4.4. The disk displays emission above the noise
level as far as 0.4′′along its major axis.
3.3. Complementary data
ALMA archival data. J1608 was observed as part of a
large survey of disks in the Lupus clouds. In this work, we
use the Band 6 observations (Project ID: 2015.1.00222.S,
PI:Williams) obtained on July 23, 2016, at a resolution
of 0.24′′×0.23′′, cleaned with a Briggs robust weighting pa-
rameter of +0.5. The data reduction of the continuum and
line emission is presented in details in Ansdell et al. (2018).
We show the position-velocity (PV) diagram of
the 12CO 2-1 transition in Fig. 3, obtained with a
velocity resolution of 0.11 km s−1. From the PV dia-
gram, we retrieve the systemic velosity of the source to
be +5.2±0.4 km s−1 (LSR). We also note that no velocity
higher than 5.3 km s−1 with respect to the star is detected,
indicating the presence of an inner cavity in the gas. Mod-
eling the disk velocities with Keplerian motion (assuming
M?=1.4M, i=74◦), we infer that the inner radius of the
gas cavity is ∼ 48 au, in agreement with the outcome of
thermo-chemical modeling of the CO observations (47 au;
van der Marel et al. 2018).
The ALMA continuum image is shown in the left panel
of Fig. 4. The large axis ratio indicates that the disk is
highly inclined. Moreover, the presence of two blobs with
higher intensity along the major axis, located at 0.4′′ from
the star, denote emission coming from an optically thin
ring.
For J1852, we use ALMA data observed on Septem-
ber 22, 2016, in Band 3 (∼ 3mm, Project ID:
2015.1.01083.S, PI: Morino). The four continuum spectral
windows were centered respectively on 91.5GHz, 93.4GHz,
101.5GHz and 103.5GHz. We used the CASA pipeline to
calibrate the data and extracted the continuum images us-
ing the CASA clean task, with a Briggs robust parameter
1 We show the faint southwest emission with a more favorable
dynamic range in Fig. A.1.
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Rear facing
Cavity
Fig. 1. Normalized polarized intensity map (left panel), Qφ (middle), and Uφ (right) maps of J1608. Top: H-band observations,
obtained with a coronagraph as illustrated by the gray circle of diameter 0.185′′. The dashed line in the left panel traces the
faint scattered light from the rear-facing near side of the disk (see Fig. A.1). Bottom: J-band observations, obtained without
coronagraph. Each Qφ and Uφ maps are normalized to the maximum of Qφ.
Fig. 2. Normalized polarized intensity map (left panel), Qφ (middle), and Uφ (right) maps of J1852, observed in H-band with a
coronagraph. The Qφ and Uφ maps are normalized to the maximum of Qφ. The dashed ellipses in the left panel represent the two
scattered light rings (see text for details).
of +0.5. The final image, after performing phase only self-
calibration, is presented in the left panel of Fig. 8, with
the achieved beam of 0.38′′×0.31′′. The image shows one
unique ring, peaking at 0.3′′ along the major axis.
Spectral energy distributions. We compiled the SED
of J1608 using Vizier, to which we add the millime-
ter fluxes at 0.88mm and 1.3mm obtained from Ansdell
et al. (2016) and Ansdell et al. (2018), respectively. The
SED of J1852 was computed using the VO SED Anal-
yser2 (VOSA, Bayo et al. 2008). We complement this SED
with the low-resolution Spitzer/IRS spectrum from the
2 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa50
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Fig. 3. Position-velocity diagram of the 12CO 2-1 emission
in J1608. The green dashed line corresponds to the Keplerian
velocity of a disk at 74◦ of inclination around a 1.4 M star.
The highest velocity with emission is about 5.3 km s−1 from the
systemic velocity. It corresponds to a gas cavity radius of ∼48 au,
and is indicated by the blue lines.
CASSIS database (Lebouteiller et al. 2011). The SEDs are
shown on Figs. 6 and 7.
The SEDs of the two disks show a steep increase long-
wards of 20µm, typical of transition disks. Although J1852
does not show any clear near-IR excess, a silicate feature
at 10µm is present, characteristics of the presence of small
hot grains close to the star (Silverstone et al. 2006; Hughes
et al. 2010).
4. Radiative transfer modeling
4.1. Methodology
In order to understand the physical structure of the two ob-
served TDs, we construct models using the radiative trans-
fer code mcfost (Pinte et al. 2006, 2009). This code com-
putes the thermal structure of the disk using a Monte
Carlo method and produces images by ray-tracing. An it-
erative process is done to find a model that reproduces well
the SED and the images. Considering the complexity of our
observations, we do not aim to find the best-fit model, but
rather a representative one. For each set of parameters, we
compute the SED, the millimeter continuum image as well
as the near-IR polarized intensity, Stokes Q and U maps. All
images are initially generated with infinite angular resolu-
tion, and then convolved with a point spread function refer-
ence image (PSF; in practice, a non-coronagraphic or FLUX
image of the star) or the ALMA 2D Gaussian beam.
We also add noise to our scattered light predictions. We
estimate it at each point of the map from the Uφ image of
our observations (as in Muro-Arena et al. 2018). For each
point in the Uφ map, we consider an aperture in which
we determine the root mean square (rms) of the intensity.
The aperture is taken as 4 pixels of diameter, which is close
to the FWHM of the point spread functions of each tar-
get (3.5 pixels for J1608 and 4.3 pixels for J1852). As our
sources are inclined, the Uφ image might contain some phys-
ical signal (Canovas et al. 2015). Thus, in each aperture we
subtract its mean value (physical signal) before extracting
the rms. For each corresponding pixel in the model image,
we simulate the noise by adding a Gaussian random number
of the same rms centered on 0.
Since we will model emission very close to the corona-
graph in the J1852 image, we apply a 2D attenuation map
due to the coronagraph (Wilby et al. in prep). This numeri-
cal mask removes all signal inside the coronagraph mask ra-
dius (0.093′′), with gradually decreasing attenuation down
to 5% at a radius of 0.15′′. Finally, we compute the PI, Qφ
and Uφ maps using equations (1), (2), and (3). In this work,
we compare the observed and synthetic PI images. A com-
parison between the observed and predicted Q and U as
well as the Qφ and Uφ maps are presented in Appendix A.
4.2. Model setup
We define various axisymmetric disk zones to reproduce the
observed features of the two disks and assume a gas-to-dust
ratio of 100. For each region, we define the disk height as a
power-law:
H(R) = H100 au(R/100 au)β (4)
where β is the flaring exponent, R the radius and H100 au
is the scale height at a radius of 100 au. A simple descrip-
tion of the surface density profile is adopted for each re-
gion of our disks, with a single power law: Σ(R) ∝ Rp.
In all our modeling we choose p= -1. We use astronomi-
cal silicates (similar to those shown in Fig. 3 of Draine &
Lee 1984) with a number density described with a power
law of the grain size dn(a) ∝ a−3.5 da (Mathis et al.
1977). For each region, our free parameters are the inner
and outer radius (Rin-Rout), the dust mass and the scale
height (H100 au).
For both disks, we mimic dust settling by modeling
separately the extents of small (0.01 - 0.5 µm) and large
grains (10 - 1000 µm). We fixed the flaring exponent β
to 1.1 for all type of grains. The results are summarized
in Table 2 and described in detail in the following two sub-
sections.
4.3. Modeling J1608
Large grains. We first aim to reproduce the thermal emis-
sion detected in the ALMA Band 6 data with a ring of
large grains, adjusting the dust mass to fit the total mil-
limeter flux. Our convolved model prediction at 1.3mm is
presented in the center panel of Fig. 4. The right panel of
this figure shows radial cuts along the major and minor axis.
In our model, the radial position of the maxima as well as
the radial extent in each cut are well reproduced. However,
the model overestimates the flux in the inner region of the
disk (i.e., inside the gap) by about 30%.
To reproduce the observed aspect ratio of the disk, a
high inclination (∼ 74◦) is needed. However, we find that
the inclination should not be larger than 80◦, otherwise
the photosphere would be occulted at short wavelengths, in
contradiction with the shape of the SED (see for example
the SED of the edge-on disk ESO-Hα 569; Wolff et al. 2017).
The radial width of the ring made of large grains has to be
sufficiently small that the position and shape of the maxima
of the cut along the major axis match the data. We find
that a radial width for the large grains ring of about 10 au
is consistent with the data, with Rin ∼ 77 au. However, a
narrower ring would still reproduce the observations.
Finally, the fluxes of the peaks and depth of the gap
along the minor axis depend both on the radial width and
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Fig. 4. Left: Normalized ALMA Band 6 image of J1608, with a peak flux of 7.1mJy. The beam is shown in the bottom left of the
image. Middle: Normalized model obtained after convolution by a beam of 0.24′′×0.23′′. Right: Radial cuts along the major and
minor axis, with each map normalized to its maximum. For clarity, the cut along the minor axis is shifted by -0.3 in normalized
intensity. The peaks are located at 0.4′′(62 au) along the major axis and 0.14′′(22 au) along the minor axis.
Fig. 5. Left: Observed polarized intensity of J1608. Middle: PI model map. Both maps are normalized to their maximum. Right:
Radial cuts along the major axis for the PI images of the data and model, smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a standard
deviation of 9 mas. The position of the cut is indicated by the dotted line in the left panel.
the vertical thickness of the disk. If the scale height of the
large grains is too large, after convolution by the beam, the
two sides of the ring would appear as connected, leading to
a flat intensity profile along the minor axis. On the other
hand, if the zone of large grains is too thin vertically for a
given disk mass, the fluxes at the peaks of the minor axis
cut would become too large. The appropriate scale height
in our modeling is between 3 and 5 au at 100 au, which
is similar to the value obtained for HLTau (1 au at 100 au,
Pinte et al. 2016). We note that a smaller scale height, such
as in HLTau, can not be excluded by our model. We show
the non-convolved model in Appendix A. All the model’s
parameters are presented in Table 2.
Small grains. The synthetic scattered light image computed
assuming the same spatial distribution for small grains and
large grains does not provide a good match to the images.
To reproduce the observations, the radial extent of small
grains and their scale height need to be larger than those of
the large grains, from 50 to 150 au radially, and about 12 au
vertically at 100 au. We note that this layer is already in-
cluded in the millimeter predictions displayed in Fig. 4,
100 101 102 103
λ [µm]
10-19
10-18
10-17
10-16
10-15
10-14
10-13
10-12
ν 
F ν
 [
W
.m
−2
]
J1608
Data
Model
Fig. 6. Spectral energy distribution of J1608 (blue circles)
and our model prediction (red line). The model is corrected by
the Av.
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but does not contribute significantly at millimeter wave-
lengths. The scattered light image of our model is presented
in Fig. 5, with a cut along the major axis direction. The
cuts were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM
of 50% the measured image resolution (∼ 10mas). The in-
ner radius of the small grains distribution is very close to
that of the gas, as estimated from the PV diagram (48 au,
see Fig. 3), consistent with the expectation that these grains
are well coupled to the gas.
We note that in the observation, no scattered light is de-
tected from the northeast part of the disk (Fig. 5). Geomet-
rically, the existence of the bottom line located in the south-
west suggests that it traces the part of the disk nearest to
us, while the northeast region would correspond to the more
distant side of the disk. This implies that the phase function
of the polarized intensity is such that there is no or very
little backward scattering (on the assumption that the disk
is axisymmetric). The polarized intensity is the product of
the polarization degree and the total intensity. While the
polarization degree from backward scattering is similarly
low for all grain size (see Figure 7 of Keppler et al. 2018),
the phase function of the intensity varies significantly with
the grain size. We reproduce this feature by selecting grains
smaller than 0.5µm. Grains larger than 1.2µm also have a
very small efficiency for backward scattering. However, with
such grains our models showed that the position of the max-
imum intensity along the major axis is independent of the
inner radius position and located further out than seen in
the data. These grains are therefore not compatible with
the observations. For grains with an intermediate size (be-
tween 0.5 and 1.2µm), backward scattering is very efficient,
which would lead to a significant signal northeast of the disk
coming from its far side.
We show the SED compared to that of the model
in Fig. 6. All the model parameters are presented in Ta-
ble 2, and a schematic representation of our model is shown
in the top panel of Fig. B.1.
We note that we are able to recreate the same gen-
eral structure as seen in J1608, with two lobes along the
major axis, no emission from the northeast region of the
disk (backward scattering) and a faint line south of the
disk, but these characteristics are not perfectly reproduced.
For example the southern line is brighter in our model than
in the observations (see Fig A.1). To reproduce better this
part of the image, the layer of small grains scattering light
must be thinner vertically, but this in turn has an impact
on the extent of the lobes. Moreover, the southern line is
closer to the star than in the data. A way to push this
line further would be for example to increase the mass of
the scattering grains, the scale height or the inclination.
However, each case would lead to an extinction of the pho-
tosphere that is not observed in the SED. Thus the model
that we present here is a compromise to reproduce both
the ALMA and SPHERE images, together with the SED.
This should be considered as a working model to derive the
main structural characteristics of the J1608 system. These
are: 1/ a high inclination, 2/ large grains more concentrated
vertically and radially than the small grains, and 3/ a dis-
tribution of size in small grains that produces low polarized
intensity in backward scattering.
Table 2. Parameters for our radiative transfer models.
J1608 J1852
Inclination [◦] 74 30
PA [◦] 19 34
Inner disk
amin-amax [µm] - 0.01− 5
Rin-Rout [au] - 0.1− 5
Mass [M] - 9 · 10−11
H100au [au] - 0.9
Small grains Small grains
amin-amax [µm] 0.01− 0.5 0.01− 0.5
Rin-Rout [au] 50− 150 15− 22 42− 65
Mass [M] 2 · 10−6 2 · 10−8 7 · 10−7
H100au [au] 12 15
Large grains Large grains
amin-amax [µm] 10− 1000 10− 1000
Rin-Rout [au] 77− 87 15− 22 42− 65
Mass [M] 5 · 10−5 3 · 10−7 7 · 10−5
H100au [au] 5 1
Notes. Each parameter was adjusted during the modeling, ex-
cept for the grain size (amin-amax).
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Fig. 7. Spectral energy distribution of J1852 (blue circles) and
our model (red line). The model is corrected by the Av.
4.4. Modeling J1852
The SED of J1852 shows a steep increase around 20µm,
typical of transition disks, due to the outer edge of the cav-
ity. A clear silicate feature at 10µm is present, characteristic
of small hot grains close to the star. While scattered light
image shows signal just outside of the coronagraph, there
is no corresponding clear millimeter emission at the same
location. The scattered light image shows a second bright
ring at 0.295′′, which does correspond to the ring detected
in the millimeter image.
To reproduce the scattered light and SED features, we
consider three zones in our model: 1/ a tenuous inner disk
region, solely required to reproduce the silicate feature,
2/ an inner ring, responsible for the sharp jump in the mid-
IR SED and for the emission seen in the SPHERE image
just outside of the coronagraph radius, and finally, 3/ an
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Fig. 8. Left: Normalized ALMA Band 3 image of J1852 (peak flux is 1.5mJy). The beam is represented in the bottom left of the
image. Middle: Normalized model obtained after convolution by a beam of 0.38′′×0.31′′. Right: Cuts along the major and minor
axis, with each map normalized to its maximum. For clarity, the cut along the minor axis is shifted by -0.5 in normalized intensity.
The peaks are located at 0.3′′(44 au) along the major axis.
Fig. 9. Left: Observed PI image of J1852. Middle: PI model map. Both maps are normalized to their maximum. Right: Radial
cuts along the major and minor axis for the PI images of the data and the model. Each curve is convolved with a Gaussian kernel
with a standard deviation of 11 mas.
outer ring, to account for the second brightness increase in
the near-IR polarized image and the millimeter ring. The
structure is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. B.1. The
three zones are described in the following sections.
Inner disk. The inner region, responsible for the silicate
emission around 10µm in the SED, is modeled by small
grains (0.01-5µm) between 0.1 and 5 au, although this is
not well-constrained. To reproduce the shape of the emis-
sion, we consider a mixture of silicate, composed at 65%
of olivine (Dorschner et al. 1995) and 35% of astronomical
silicates (Draine & Lee 1984).
Inner ring. The position of the wall in the SED traces the
dust temperature, which is dependent on both the inner ra-
dius and the size of the dust. For simplicity, we chose to use
the same grain size distribution as for J1608. As the inner
radius of J1852 is likely located behind the coronagraph,
we constrained it using the SED. We reproduce well the in-
ner ring by defining its radial extent between 15 and 22 au,
with a scale height of 15 au at 100 au.
Outer ring. To reproduce the peak of intensity
around 0.295′′ (∼43 au), an increase of the surface density
in the small grains is needed, between 42 and 65 au. The
mass of this region is adjusted to reproduce the relative
brightness of the rings and the SED. The scale height is
fixed to be the same as that of the inner ring.
Our model reproduces relatively well the position and
the brightness of the peaks in the major and minor axis
directions. The second ring shows an offset to the center as
seen in the data. However, we were not able to reproduce
the surface brightness inside the gap between the inner and
outer ring in the southern part of the disk. This region is
twice brighter in the data than in the model. In our model
the gap is empty and the ring edges are sharp, while in
practice, a low surface density of small grains could be filling
it.
Large grains. Unlike J1608, we do not have sufficient high
resolution data to show that the large grains are radially
distributed differently to the small grains, so for now we as-
sume that they are radially co-located. We adjusted the to-
tal mass of the large grains to reproduce the observed SMA
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flux at 1mm and the ALMA 3mm flux in the SED, allo-
cating a small fraction of mass to the inner ring to account
for the scattered light data. The large beam considered in
this work also dilutes the emission of the inner ring (as
modeled here), making it very difficult to detect (see Ap-
pendix A). With our assumptions on the radial structure
and grain composition of the large grain population, we
inferred its scale height from the effect on the 100µm emis-
sion. Indeed when the scale height is larger, as more grains
receive light from the star, they warm up and emit more
at 100µm (Dullemond & Dominik 2004; Woitke et al. 2016).
To fit the SED, it was necessary to reduce the scale height of
the large grains to about 1 au at 100 au. However, it should
be noted that modeling the SED is degenerate. In partic-
ular, changing the minimum size of the large grain popu-
lation (amin in Table 2) from 10 to 300µm, we find that
the small and large grain populations could be distributed
similarly and share the same scale height, while leading to
similar excess and images as in the previous model.
5. Discussion
5.1. Dust vertical settling
Our radiative transfer modeling of J1608 indicates that
small and large grains have a different spatial distribu-
tion (see Table 2). Small grains (< 1µm) are found to be
more extended vertically than large grains (> 10µm). Small
grains are found up to a height of 15 au at 100 au, in agree-
ment with other results around TTauri stars (e.g., Burrows
et al. 1996; Wolff et al. 2017; Pohl et al. 2017b). In contrast,
to reproduce the ALMA image and SEDs, the height of the
large grain layer at 100 au has to be of a few astronomical
units.
The need for stratification of dust grains was already
suggested in earlier studies. Duchêne et al. (2003) showed
that a perfect mixing of dust grains is not able to reproduce
simultaneously HST scattered light images and IRAM mil-
limeter images of HKTauB, implying that vertical settling
is occurring. Such a radial stratification of the dust dis-
tribution was also highlighted by Pinte et al. (2007) while
modeling IR and optical scattered light images of GGTau.
In all cases, small grains are inferred to be located at the
disk surface while large grains are found closer to the mid-
plane, a natural outcome of vertical settling.
Vertical settling of particles occurs simultaneously with
radial drift due to the effect of stellar gravity and gas drag
on the dust (Weidenschilling 1977). Because the pressure
force acts only on the gas, the gas rotates at sub-Keplerian
speed, while decoupled dust grains rotate faster, at Kep-
lerian speed. The gas drag on the dust particles leads to
inward drift. Moreover, through the stellar gravity and the
interaction with the surrounding gas, dust grains settle onto
the midplane, with a different efficiency depending on the
coupling of the grains. Small grains are well coupled to the
gas and hence are located at similar scale heights; large
grains are relatively decoupled from the gas, and settle to
the midplane (Barrière-Fouchet et al. 2005). Laibe et al.
(2014) found that vertical settling is much faster than the
radial drift of the particles, even when taking into account
grain growth.
Fromang & Papaloizou (2006) carried out ideal
magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) simulations to quantify the
effect of magnetic field on dust settling. They consider a
strongly magnetized and turbulent disk, with a viscous co-
efficient of α ≈ 1.5 × 10−2 in the simulation, and no grain
growth. They find that the scale height of 10 cm bodies
is about H100mm ≈ 0.23Hgas (equation 43 of Fromang &
Papaloizou 2006), which seems too large to account for cur-
rent estimates from observations. If we assume that scat-
tered light traces the gas and that all light at 1.3mm is
emitted by grains of similar size (Draine 2006), the mod-
eling of J1608 gives mm dust scale heights on the order
of H1.3mm = 0.41Hgas. This is similar or smaller than
the predictions of Fromang & Papaloizou (2006) for parti-
cles 100 times larger, which are expected to be considerably
more settled.
On the other hand, Dullemond & Dominik (2004)
showed analytically that settling is more efficient for disks
with low turbulence. It is also is more efficient if the grain
size distribution contains fewer small grains or if the gas-
to-dust ratio is low (Mulders & Dominik 2012). Moreover,
in the outer parts of the disk the ionization fraction might
be such that a perfect coupling to magnetic field is unlikely,
and non-ideal effects might be expected. In this context, Ri-
ols & Lesur (2018) showed that ambipolar diffusion allows
much more efficient settling of large grains than in per-
fect MHD models, allowing to reproduce the constraints
on HLTau.
5.2. Dust radial distribution
Outer radius. Our model of J1608 shows that small grains
extend to larger radii than large grains (Table 2). This is
expected as small grains are predicted to be well coupled to
the gas, well detected beyond the ring seen in the ALMA
image. On the other hand, large grains are (partially) de-
coupled from the gas, and experience radial drift and dust
trapping. Earlier studies have shown that the gas outer
radii extend further than the ones measured in the millime-
ter continuum. An average ratio between the gas and dust
outer disk radii of 1.96±0.04 was found in 22 disks of the
Lupus star forming region (Ansdell et al. 2018). This trend
is also observed in 12 disks in Chamaeleon II (Villenave et
al. in prep) and in individual disks such as PDS 70 where
the gas is detected up to 160 au and millimeter dust up
to 110 au (Long et al. 2018). We note, however, that the sen-
sitivity limits between the ALMA observations in CO and
those in polarized scattered light are different. The outer-
most radius at which scattered light is detected depends on
the stellar illumination (which drops as r−2). Besides the
sensitivity limits, the difference between gas/small grains
and large grains can be due to optical depth effects com-
bined with the radial drift of the large grains (Facchini et al.
2017). Depending on the inclination of the system, the ver-
tical height of small grains can also have a large effect on
their detectable radius. If the vertical height of small grains
decreases after some radius, the surface layers could be lo-
cated in the shadow of the inner region and would not be
detected in scattered light (Muro-Arena et al. 2018).
Inner radius. From the PV diagram shown in Fig. 3 and
our modeling, we found that both the small grains and gas
in J1608 extend inwards of the large grains, indicating that
the cavity is not completely empty. Likewise, an inner ring
in scattered light is detected inside the millimeter cavity
of J1852. A similar conclusion was reached on several other
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transition disks, which show a CO cavity smaller than the
millimeter dust cavity, such as Sz 91 (Canovas et al. 2015,
2016) or RXJ1604.3-2130A (Zhang et al. 2014) for exam-
ple. In each of these systems, the authors found the CO to
extend at least 20 au inward of the outer edge of the mil-
limeter dust cavity. These differences in inner radius could
be related to the mechanisms responsible for the cavities in
transition disks, which we explore in the next subsection.
5.3. Comparison with other transition disks
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the ori-
gin of cavities in transition disks: photoevaporation (Owen
et al. 2011), dead zones (Flock et al. 2015; Pinilla et al.
2016), opacity effect via grain growth (Dullemond & Do-
minik 2005; Birnstiel et al. 2012), or planetary or stellar
companion interacting with the disk (Crida & Morbidelli
2007; Facchini et al. 2013). Recent studies showed that
most of the transition disks studied at high angular res-
olution (a sample biased toward the brightest objects) still
have moderate accretion rates (Manara et al. 2014) and
rather small CO cavities. Thus, photoevaporation might
not be the main mechanism in this sample (Pinilla et al.
2018b; van der Marel et al. 2018).
Dead-zones are low ionization regions in which magneto-
rotational instability is suppressed (Blaes & Balbus 1994;
Flock et al. 2012). In such regions the rate of gas flow de-
creases, leading to accumulation of gas at the outer edge
of the region. The pressure bump is able to trap particles
and stop the radial drift of large grains, which leads to a
ring-like morphology for the millimeter dust as observed
in transition disks (Pinilla et al. 2016). Synthetic scattered
light and millimeter continuum images of disk with a dead
zone in the inner 30 au show that the inner edge of the ring
is located at about the same radius in both tracers. If a
dead zone and a MHD wind act together however, a larger
difference in inner radii could be observed.
Dust depleted cavities can also be generated by plan-
ets. Planets of mass larger than 1MJ can carve gaps in the
gas and induce large perturbations in the gas surface den-
sity (Dong & Fung 2017), in turn generating pressure max-
ima that trap dust particles. In this case, the inner region
of the disk is depleted in millimeter grains, while smaller
grains can flow inside the planet’s orbit, and potentially
be detected in scattered light (de Juan Ovelar et al. 2013;
Dong et al. 2015).
To assess the origin of the cavity in transition disks,
we compiled a sample of 22 disks that have both scattered
light and millimeter observations, as presented in Table 3.
This sample includes two known binary systems, HD142527
and V4046 Sgr (Biller et al. 2014; Quast et al. 2000). The ex-
centric binary companion in HD142527 is likely responsible
for the cavity (Price et al. 2018), but this is probably not the
case for the very close binary system V4046 Sgr (2.4 days
period, Quast et al. 2000; D’Orazi et al. 2018). All sources
show a resolved dust cavity in the millimeter and, except
Oph IRS 48 and Sz 91 for which we consider respectively
VISIR and Subaru observations, all have scattered light ob-
servations with VLT/SPHERE. We report the outer radius
of the scattered light cavity and millimeter peak in Ta-
ble 3. We re-scale the published values using the latest dis-
tances from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).
In this analysis, we only consider the position of the main
cavity, regardless of the presence of an inner disk within
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the cavity sizes as measured in the mil-
limeter and in scattered light for a sample of 22 transition disks.
The cyan points correspond to the two systems modeled in this
paper, while the yellow star symbols refer to HD142527 that has
a stellar companion in the cavity, and PDS70 where a planet has
been detected. The upper limits, indicated with arrows, refer to
systems for which scattered light cavities could not be measured
down to the coronagraphic radius. Horizontal bars correspond to
one tenth of the millimeter beam, while vertical bars represent
the interval between the cavity radius and the peak in scattered
light (Table 3). The red region shows the ratio for which the
planet mass inferred with the prescription of de Juan Ovelar
et al. (2013) is larger than 13 Jupiter masses. The three breaks
correspond to their models with planets at radii of 20, 40 and
60 au, respectively.
the first few au. For 5 of the 22 disks considered in this
analysis, the scattered light cavity may be located inside
the coronagraphic mask radius, giving the upper limits in
Table 3. For the small fraction of transition disks that
possesses multiple rings in scattered light, we report the
position of the scattered light ring that is the closest to
the millimeter peak emission (for the following objects:
HD169142, V4046 Sgr, J1852, HD97048, LkCa 15, Sz 91
and HD34282). For J1608, which has a large inclination,
we chose to estimate the ALMA and SPHERE peaks on
our model, after computing it face-on.
From synthetic observations, calculated after hydrody-
namical and dust evolution simulations and considering
massive planets on a circular orbit, de Juan Ovelar et al.
(2013) found that as the mass of a planet in a disk in-
creases, the position of the millimeter ring moves further
away from the planet’s orbit while the outer radius of the
scattered light cavity does not. They derived an analytic
formula relating the planet mass with the ratio between
the position of the so-called ’scattered light wall’ to that
of the ALMA peak. The scattered light wall is defined as
the radial location where the scattered light signal is half of
the difference between the flux measured at the peak of the
wall and the minimum flux in the gap. As the position of
the wall is usually not explicitly published in the literature,
we use both the inner radius of the disk beyond the cavity,
as seen in scattered light, and the position of the peak in
polarized intensity (respectively referred to as Rin,PI, and
Rpeak,PI, in Table 3). Considering the position of the cav-
ity instead of that of the wall tends to over-estimate the
planet mass, and inversely under-estimate it when the po-
sition of the peak is used. We also note that the models
were specifically calculated for R band scattered light ob-
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Table 3. Position of millimeter and scattered light cavities for 22 transition disks, ordered by increasing millimeter cavity size.
Source d [pc] Band Rpeak,mm [au] Rin,PI [au] Rpeak,PI [au] Ratio
HD100546 110 ± 1 B7 - R’ 15.0 12.0 14.0 0.81, 0.96
HD169142 114 ± 1 B6 - J 21.7 16.0 20.5 0.74, 0.94
V4046 Sgr 72 ± 1 B6 - H 27.0 15.3 26.9 0.57, 0.99
UXTauA 140 ± 2 B6 - H 33.2 < 14 < 0.42
HD100453 104 ± 1 B6 - R’ 33.3 14.6 18.5 0.44, 0.55
TCha 110 ± 1 B3 - H 36.8 28.8 31.4 0.78, 0.85
HD143006 166 ± 4 B6 - J 40.0 18.2 30.0 0.45, 0.75
DoAr44 146 ± 1 B7 - H 42.7 < 14 < 0.33
CQTau 163 ± 2 B6 - J 47.3 < 4 < 0.08
J1852 146 ± 1 B3 - H 43.8 34.7 43.1 0.79, 0.98
HD135344B 136 ± 2 B7 - R 54.6 18.3 23.5 0.34, 0.43
HD97048 185 ± 1 B7 - J 55.4 45.9 54.4 0.83, 0.98
LkCa 15 159 ± 1 B7 - J 64.0 53.7 64 0.84, 1.0
Oph IRS 48 134 ± 2 B9 - Q 70.6 33.3 59.1 0.47, 0.84
RYLup 159 ± 2 B7 - H 71.9 < 15 < 0.20
MWC758 160 ± 2 B7 - Y 80.0 < 15 < 0.19
PDS70 113 ± 1 B7 - J 81.0 45.0 54.0 0.56, 0.67
J1608 156 ± 6 B6 - H 81.0 45.0 49.9 0.56, 0.82
RXJ1604.3-2130A 150 ± 1 B6 - R’ 83.0 54.9 63.7 0.66, 0.77
Sz 91 159 ± 2 B7 - Ks 87.5 46.0 50.9 0.52, 0.58
HD34282 312 ± 5 B7 - J 133.9 124.2 132.7 0.93, 0.99
HD142527 157 ± 1 B7 - Ks 165, 205 78.5 157.0 0.38, 0.95
Notes. Known binary systems are indicated with the name in italic. We report the peak of the millimeter intensity beyond the
cavity, along with the position of the inner radius and peak in scattered light. When the cavity is not detected down to the
coronagraph radius in scattered light, we use the symbol <. The position of the scattered light cavity (Rcav,PI), defined as the
mean between Rin,PI and Rpeak,PI, is used in Fig. 10.
References. HD100546: Pinilla et al. (2018b); Garufi et al. (2016), HD169142: Fedele et al. (2017); Pohl et al. (2017a); Bertrang
et al. (2018), V4046 Sgr: Rosenfeld et al. (2013); Avenhaus et al. (2018), HD100453: van der Plas et al. (2019); Benisty et al.
(2017), TCha: Hendler et al. (2018); Pohl et al. (2017b), UXTau: Pinilla et al. (2018b), Menard (in prep); HD143006: Benisty
et al. (2018); Pérez et al. (2018a), DoAr44: Casassus et al. (2018); Avenhaus et al. (2018), CQTau: Pinilla et al. (2018b); Benisty
(in prep), J1852: This work, HD97048: van der Plas et al. (2017b); Ginski et al. (2016), LkCa 15: Andrews et al. (2011); Thalmann
et al. (2015, 2016), HD135344B: Pinilla et al. (2018b); Stolker et al. (2016), Oph IRS 48: van der Marel et al. (2013); Bruderer
et al. (2014); Geers et al. (2007), RYLup: Pinilla et al. (2018b); Langlois et al. (2018), MWC758: Marino et al. (2015); Benisty
et al. (2015), RXJ1604.3-2130A: Pinilla et al. (2018a, 2015), PDS 70: Long et al. (2018); Keppler et al. (2018), J1608:Ansdell et al.
(2016), This work, Sz 91: Canovas et al. (2016); Tsukagoshi et al. (2014), HD34282: van der Plas et al. (2017a), de Boer (in prep.),
HD142527: Boehler et al. (2017); Avenhaus et al. (2014).
servations and Band 7 (850µm), and only for a planet in a
circular orbit. However, little difference is expected for such
small variations in wavelength, as can be seen by comparing
the theoretical profiles of BandR and BandH in Figure 3
of de Juan Ovelar et al. (2013).
We show in Fig. 10 the radius of the scattered light
cavity (Rcav,PI), defined as the mean between Rin,PI
and Rpeak,PI, as a function of the radius of the millime-
ter ring (Rpeak,mm). We observe that for each system the
scattered light cavity radius is smaller than the millime-
ter radius (green line), with about one third of the disks
having a ratio smaller than 0.5 (see Table 3). The mod-
els of de Juan Ovelar et al. (2013) would imply companion
masses above 13MJ for ratios lower than 0.48 when the
planet is located at 20 au, 0.53 when it is at 40 au, and 0.56
at 60 au. As can be seen on Fig. 10, fifteen disks in our sam-
ple (namely HD100546, HD169142, V4046 Sgr, HD100453,
TCha, J1852, HD97048, LkCa 15, Oph IRS 48, PDS 70,
J1608, RXJ1604.3-2130A, Sz 91, HD34282 and HD142527)
are above the red shaded area. This indicates ratios larger
than the ones given above, placing the possible compan-
ions in the planetary mass regime. PDS 70 is the only sys-
tem where a few Jupiter mass planet was imaged in the
main cavity (Keppler et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2018), while
HD142527 has a stellar companion. For the other disks con-
sidered (namely UXTauA, HD143006, DoAr44, CQTau,
HD135344B, RYLup and MWC758), the ratio (or its up-
per limit) would lead to objects in the stellar or brown
dwarf regime. These disks appear in the red shaded area
in Fig. 10.
Several direct imaging surveys have been carried out
searching for companions. Kraus et al. (2008, 2011) per-
formed a high-resolution imaging studies of Taurus-Auriga
and Upper Sco star-forming regions to identify compan-
ions down to 8 to 12MJ. More recently, Subaru high-
contrast observations of 68 young stellar objects were per-
formed (SEEDS survey; Uyama et al. 2017), reaching typ-
ical limits of 10MJ at 0.5′′ (∼ 70 au at 140 pc) and 6MJ
at 1′′. The SEEDS survey covered 12 disks of our sam-
ple3, without a planet detection. For HD169142, TCha,
HD135344B, HD97048 and RYLup, detection limits were
also presented in individual studies, that reached sensitiv-
ity of ∼ 10MJ at 0.25′′(Ligi et al. 2018; Pohl et al. 2017b;
3 Namely UXTauA, HD143006, DoAr44, CQ Tau, J1852,
HD135344B, LkCa 15, Oph IRS 48, MWC 758, RXJ1604.3-
2130A, Sz 91, HD34282
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Maire et al. 2017; Ginski et al. 2016; Langlois et al. 2018).
We also note that claims of candidate companions were
made in the disks of HD100546 (Quanz et al. 2015; Currie
et al. 2014), HD169142 (Biller et al. 2014; Reggiani et al.
2014), LkCa 15 (Kraus & Ireland 2012; Sallum et al. 2015)
and MWC758 (Reggiani et al. 2018), without having been
firmly confirmed until now.
An alternative scenario to explain the small ratio be-
tween the radius of the scattered light cavity and the mil-
limeter peak could be that the cavities are caused by sev-
eral lower mass planets, which would allow small grains to
fill the cavity, while large grains are retained in the outer
disk (Rosotti et al. 2016; Dipierro & Laibe 2017). In this
case, no gap would be detected in scattered light, while a
clear ring would appear in the millimeter images.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present new polarized scattered
light observations of two transition disks, namely
2MASS J16083070-3828268 (J1608) and RXJ1852.3-
3700 (J1852). The image of J1608 reveals a highly inclined
disk (∼74◦) with a large cavity of about 50 au in scattered
light. We also detect a faint line, in the southwest, that we
interpret as tracing the rear-facing side of the disk. The sec-
ond disk of our study, J1852, shows scattered light (referred
to as an inner ring) just beyond the coronagraph radius, a
gap between 22 and 42 au and an outer ring up to 65 au. A
cavity inward of the first ring, as inferred from the SED, is
located behind the coronagraph.
We modeled both scattered light and millimeter im-
ages (that trace small and large dust grains, respectively),
together with the SED, using radiative transfer. Our mod-
eling of the highly inclined disk J1608 indicates that small
and large grains have a different spatial distribution. Ra-
dially, small grains are more extended inward and outward
than the large grains, by respectively 30 au and 60 au. Ver-
tically, at a radius of 100 au, we constrain the large grains
to be located within a height of 5 au, while the small grains
extend vertically up to 12 au. We follow a similar proce-
dure for J1852 and propose a model with a spatial segrega-
tion between grain sizes. However, the disk is not inclined
enough to allow us to strongly constrain the relative ver-
tical extents of various grain sizes, and so our modeling of
the images and SED for this object remains degenerate.
The radial and vertical segregation in particle sizes ob-
served in J1608 is likely a consequence of both vertical set-
tling and dust radial drift that occur during the evolution of
the disks. Vertical settling in low turbulence disks and/or
following non-ideal MHD effects such as ambipolar diffu-
sion can explain the relatively small scale height inferred
for the large grain population. The difference in the outer
extents (as measured in scattered light and millimeter emis-
sion) could result from radial drift, optical depth and illu-
mination effects, while the difference in the inner radius of
the outer disk, might be related to the presence of planet(s).
We compile a sample of 22 transition disks imaged with
both ALMA and SPHERE, and find that scattered light is
detected inside the millimeter cavity in all of the disks. We
use the observed spatial difference in mm and far-IR distri-
butions to identify a segregation in particle sizes, and infer
the proposed companion mass responsible for the cavity
using the prescription of de Juan Ovelar et al. (2013). We
show that in 15 objects, including the two disks modeled
in this study, the cavities could be explained by the pres-
ence of a giant planet. The seven other disks of the sample
show large ratios between the position of the scattered light
and the millimeter cavity, suggestive of a companion above
the planetary mass regime, or alternatively, of a multiple
planetary system.
As of today, apart from PDS70 (Keppler et al. 2018),
direct imaging surveys with results available in the liter-
ature, did not provide the detection of other such objects
within a transition disk. New deeper observations with di-
rect imaging instruments, or search for non-Keplerian mo-
tions in the gas kinematics with ALMA (Pérez et al. 2015,
2018b; Teague et al. 2018; Pinte et al. 2018) might lead to
further detections.
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Appendix A: Additional maps
Saturated J1608 Qφ image. To visualize better the faint
line south of J1608, we show the Qφ image of the H and
J-band observations in Fig A.1, while saturating the image
for brightness larger than 5% of the maximum intensity of
the map. The right panel also shows our Qφ model image
with the same dynamical range.
Model Qφ and Uφ images. As we show and model the polar-
ized intensity image in the main text, we present in Fig. A.2
and Fig. A.3, the individual Qφ and Uφ model predictions
for J1608 and J1852, respectively. The Qφ images are very
similar to our model polarized intensity images that repro-
duce well the data. In addition, when compared to Fig. 1
and Fig. 2, we see that the regions with positive and neg-
ative intensity in the Uφ images are also a good match to
the data.
Model Q and U images. We show the Q and U maps of
both data and models (without any noise) in Fig. A.4
and Fig. A.5. In J1608, the east/west asymmetry in the
lobe is reproduced, and in J1852 we clearly see the two
rings in the model images.
Model millimeter images before convolution by the beam.
In Fig. A.6, we show our synthetic millimeter predictions for
J1608 and J1852 before convolution by the corresponding
ALMA beam.
Appendix B: Model schematic representation
We show a schematic representation of our mod-
els in Fig. B.1, that shows the clear spatial segregation in
particle sizes for J1608. As explained in the main text, our
model of J1852 remains degenerate. With a grain size dis-
tribution as given in Table 2, that uses a minimum grain
size of 10µm for the large grain population, we obtain a
good model represented in the bottom panel of Fig. B.1.
However, with a minimum grain size to 300µm, both small
and large grain population could be mixed up to the same
height. We therefore represent the height of the small grain
population with red hatches to show this uncertainty.
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Fig. A.1. The Qφ images of J1608 in J (non coronagraphic) and H-Band (coronagraphic) with a dynamical range from 0 to 5%
of the maximum of each image are showed in the left and middle panels, respectively. The bottom line of the disk is seen more
clearly in the data than in Fig. 1, and appears to be too bright in the model (right panel).
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Fig. A.2. Left and middle: Qφ and Uφ images of our model of J1608, respectively. The colorscale used in the same as in Fig. 5.
The right panel shows radial cuts along the major axis, compared to the data.
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Fig. A.3. Left and middle: Qφ and Uφ images of our model of J1852, respectively. The colorscale used in the same as in Fig. 9.
The right panel shows radial cuts along the major axis, compared to the data.
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Fig. A.4. J1608 Q and U normalized maps of the data and model without noise.
Fig. A.5. J1852 Q and U normalized maps of the data and model without noise.
Fig. A.6. Synthetic millimeter predictions of our models for J1608 in Band 6 (left panel) and J1852 in Band 3 (right panel),
before convolution by the ALMA beam.
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Fig. B.1. Modeled radial and vertical structure for small and
large grains in J1608 and J1852, in linear scale. The vertical
black line indicates the inner radius of the disk in CO, as mea-
sured on the PV-diagram (Fig. 3). The red hatches in J1852
represent the uncertaincy on the scale height of the large grain
population that is not well constrained by our model. The inner-
most disk of J1852, located between 0.2 and 2 au, is too small
to be visible in this representation.
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